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ABSTRACT

Network computing seeks to utilize the aggregate resources of many networked computers to solve a single problem. In so doing it is often possible to obtain supercomputer performance from an inexpensive local area network. The drawback is that network computing is complicated and error prone when done by hand, especially if the computers have different operating systems and data formats and are thus heterogeneous. The heterogeneous network computing environment (HeNCE) is an integrated graphical environment for creating and running parallel programs over a heterogeneous collection of computers. It is built on a lower level package called parallel virtual machine (PVM). The HeNCE philosophy of parallel programming is to have the programmer graphically specify the parallelism of a computation and to automate, as much as possible, the tasks of writing, compiling, executing, debugging, and tracing the network computation. Key to HeNCE is a graphical language based on directed graphs that describe the parallelism and data dependencies of an application. Nodes in the graphs represent conventional Fortran or C subroutines and the arcs represent data and control flow. This article describes the present state of HeNCE, its capabilities, limitations, and areas of future research. © 1994 by John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

1 INTRODUCTION

Computer networks have become a basic part of today’s computing infrastructure. These networks connect a variety of machines, presenting an enormous computing resource. The heterogeneous network computing environment (HeNCE) project focuses on developing methods and tools that allow a programmer to tap into this resource. In this article we describe a tool and methodology that allow a programmer to write a single program and execute it in parallel on a networked group of heterogeneous machines.

The HeNCE programmer explicitly specifies the parallelism of a computation and the environment aids the programmer in designing, compiling, executing, debugging, and analyzing the parallel computation. HeNCE provides programming support through a graphical interface that the programmer uses to perform various tasks. HeNCE supports visual representations of many of its functions.
In HeNCE the programmer specifies directed graphs where the nodes in the graphs represent either procedures or special types of control flow and the edges denote dependencies. These program graphs are input by the programmer using a HeNCE graph editor. (There is also a textual interface allowing a programmer to create a program graph using a conventional text editor.) The procedures represented by the nodes of the graph are written in either C or Fortran. In many cases these procedures can be taken from existing code. This ability of software reuse is a great advantage of HeNCE. The environment provides facilities for editing and compiling these procedures on the various architectures of the user-defined collections of computers, also called a virtual machine.

A unique capability of HeNCE is the ability for the user to specify multiple implementations of HeNCE nodes based on the target architecture. If a node in the HeNCE graph is executed on a Cray then code written explicitly for that machine can be used. However, if the node is executed on a distributed memory multicomputer then another algorithm may be used which has been tuned for that architecture. During execution of a HeNCE program, HeNCE dynamically chooses which machine executes a node. Scheduling choices are based on programmer input and the current HeNCE-related load on a machine. This combination of graph specification and multiply defined node implementation is a departure from current single program multiple data (SPMD) approaches to massively parallel programming systems.

Once a HeNCE program graph has been written and compiled it can then be executed on the user’s virtual machine. Using HeNCE the programmer specifies the various machines on which the program is to run. Each machine is specified by its internet name. This collection of machines can be widely varying. A target machine could be anything from a single processor workstation to a 64K processor CM-2. Because of the nature of the interconnection network, HeNCE procedures are intended to be large grain. The programmer may also specify a cost matrix showing the relative costs of running procedures on various architectures. HeNCE will automatically schedule the program procedures on particular machines based on this user-defined cost matrix and program graph.

As the program is executing, HeNCE can graphically display an animated view of its program’s state based on the computational graph. Various statistics recorded during program execution may also be stored and animated postmortem. Debugging support is available. Beyond the postmortem analysis, HeNCE can execute shells and other debugging tools on user-specific machines.

HeNCE is implemented on top of a system called Parallel virtual machine (PVM) [1–3]. PVM is a software package that allows the utilization of a heterogeneous network of parallel and serial computers as a single computational resource. PVM provides facilities for spawning, communication, and synchronization of processes over a network of heterogeneous machines. PVM differs from HeNCE in that it provides the low-level tools for implementing parallel programs, whereas HeNCE provides the programmer with a higher-level abstraction for specifying parallelism and a comprehensive environment for developing, running, and tuning programs.

In this article we will expand the points introduced here. Section 2 presents an in-depth explanation of the HeNCE paradigm and how procedures and graphs are interfaced. In Section 3 the environment’s major features are presented along with screen dumps showing HeNCE in action. We compare HeNCE to related work in Section 4. In Sections 5 and 6 we discuss some future directions for this work and provide pointers for retrieving the software. Finally in Section 7 a summary is given of the project’s current status and the directions of our continuing work.

2 THE HeNCE PARADIGM

In developing software, the initial definitions and specifications are often performed graphically: flow charts or dependency graphs are well known examples. The overall structure of the problem can be visualized far more easily from these graphical representations than from textual specifications; from the development point of view, such a representation enhances the quality of the resulting software. However, in order to be executed, such a description must be converted to program form, typically manifested as source code. These graphical representations therefore, must eventually be translated to operational programs—the graphical depiction of a concurrent application and strategies for its successful execution on a heterogeneous network are the two fundamental inputs to the HeNCE environment.

With the use of a graphics interface, implemented on a workstation for example, a user can develop the parallel program as a computational
graph, where the nodes in the graph represent the computation to be performed and the arcs represent the dependencies between the computations. From this graphical representation, a lower-level portable program can be generated, which when executed will perform the computations specified by the graph in an order consistent with the dependencies specified. This programming environment allows for a high-level description of the parallel algorithm and, when the high-level description is translated into a common programming language, permits portable program execution. This environment presents the algorithm developer with an abstract model of computation that can bind effectively to a variety of existing parallel processors. Specific machine intrinsics may be confined to the internal workings of such a tool in order to provide a common user interface to these parallel processors.

Another problem facing the developers of algorithms and software for parallel computers is the analysis of the performance of the resulting programs. Often performance bugs are far more difficult to detect and overcome than the synchronization and data dependency bugs normally associated with parallel programs. We have developed a fairly sophisticated postprocessing performance analysis tool associated with the graphics programming interface just described (see Section 3.4). This tool is quite useful in understanding the flow of execution and processor utilization within a parallel program.

In HeNCE, the programmer explicitly specifies a computation’s parallelism by drawing a graph that expresses that parallelism. HeNCE graphs provide a usable yet flexible way for the programmer to specify parallelism. The user directly inputs the graph using the HeNCE compose tool. HeNCE graphs consist of subroutine nodes that represent subroutines (written in Fortran or C) and special nodes that denote four different types of control flow: conditionals, loops, fans, and pipes. Arcs between subroutine nodes represent dependencies. It is the user’s responsibility to specify these dependencies. There exist tools such as Parascope [4] and Forge90 [5] that can help the programmer discover parallelism in a sequential code. HeNCE helps the user describe and run a parallel program but it does not find parallelism for the programmer. For instance if there is an arc from node a to node b then node a must complete execution before node b may begin execution. During the execution of a HeNCE graph, procedures are automatically executed when their predecessors, as defined by the graph, have completed. Functions are mapped to machines based on a user-defined cost matrix. The costs are also used as an indication of machine load. The sum of the costs of the functions currently mapped to a machine constitute a machine’s HeNCE originated load. This load is considered when mapping a new function to a machine.

Figure 1 shows a simple HeNCE graph containing only dependency arcs. This graph represents a fractal computation. The start node reads input parameters denoting which part of the complex plane the computation should cover. After the start node completes, the dependency arcs from it to the tile nodes are satisfied and they may begin execution, computing the pixel tile assigned to them via the parameter list. In this case they are invoked on different parts of the complex plane. Once all of the compute nodes are finished the collect node can execute and display the resulting fractal.

When a subroutine node executes, its parame-

![FIGURE 1 Simple HeNCE graph with dependency arcs.](image-url)
Hence nodes are stateless. Input and output from these nodes occur only via the parameter list. In this way Hence is very similar to programming in a sequential language with no global variables. Hence does not prohibit the node from creating external state, for instance in the form of files. However, internal state is not preserved beyond the node's parameter list. For example, if a node dynamically allocates storage, this storage will not be accessible to other nodes in the system nor will it be accessible to future invocations of the same node. It is in this sense that Hence nodes are stateless.

Hence nodes may access files. However, Hence makes no special provisions for file access. Because nodes are mapped to machines at runtime, any files would need to be accessible from the target machines. If all the machines are using the same file system via NFS or AFS then files will be globally accessible and thus not a problem. If a global file system is not available the programmer can control the mapping of nodes to machines via the Hence cost matrix described in Section 3.2.

In general, any combination of constructs may be properly nested. When expressions are evaluated or subroutines called, their parameters always come from their predecessors in the graph.

### 2.1 Parameter Passing in Hence

Subroutines are attached to nodes in a Hence graph simply by specifying the subroutine call as in conventional Fortran or C. This approach to automatically passing parameters makes the Hence programs easy to build from pieces of code that have already been written. Reusability is enhanced.

When a procedure is attached to a particular node, the parameters to be used when the node is invoked are also specified. Parameters can be input, output, or input/output. Input parameters take their values from ancestors in the graph. Output parameters pass their values on to descendants in the graph. Scalar, vector, and two-dimensional arrays of all base types are supported. For nonscalar parameters, the row and column sizes must be input. If only a certain subarray is needed, only the upper and lower bounds for the subarray need to be specified. For instance,

```plaintext
NEW <> float local_x[a] = x[0:a-1]
```

specifies that a new local variable called `local_x`
will contain the values of the variable \( x \) in the index range 0 to \( a - 1 \).

2.2 Heterogeneous Function Implementation

Another strength of HeNCE is its ability to tie together different architectures into a virtual parallel supercomputer. In fact, the machines that make up this virtual parallel supercomputer may themselves be parallel supercomputers. We have shown that HeNCE graphs describe the parallelism of a set of procedures. Each procedure in a HeNCE graph may be implemented by several algorithms. For instance, computing the LU decomposition of a matrix on an Intel iPSC/860 is much different from computing the same procedure on a Cray C90. HeNCE supports the specification of different procedure implementations and invokes the appropriate implementation when a procedure is executed on a particular machine. Thus a complete HeNCE program consists of a set of procedures represented by nodes in the program graph and, for each procedure, a set of implementations for various architectures. HeNCE provides mechanisms for specifying which source files implement which procedures for which architectures. Facilities for compiling source files on various architectures are also supported. In the future we hope to add facilities that visually represent the status of a user’s virtual machine with respect to the machines that are able to execute HeNCE nodes.

3 THE HENCE TOOL

HeNCE provides an X window-based user interface for using HeNCE facilities. This interface aids the user in creating HeNCE graphs, configuring virtual machines, visualizing trace information, compiling, executing, and debugging HeNCE programs. Although the graphical front end makes the use of these facilities easier, for portability reasons it is still possible to utilize HeNCE without it’s graphical interface. All essential HeNCE facilities have textual counterparts.

Figure 3 shows HeNCE’s main menu. The upper part of the window is a scrollable window that displays various HeNCE-related information. The directory button allows the user to change directories. The graph, costs, and tracefile buttons allow the user to load the associated files. The language button specifies whether the node subroutines will be written in C or Fortran. The compose, config, build, and trace buttons are for entering those related modes of HeNCE operation. In the compose mode the user draws a program graph. Config mode allows the user to configure a virtual machine and to specify the hosts involved in executing the distributed program. Build mode will compile node programs for execution on the virtual machine. Trace allows the programmer to animate aspects of program execution. The start pvm button will start executing PVM on the user-specified virtual machine. Execute runs the current HeNCE program on the virtual machine. Finally, the print prints a copy of the HeNCE graph and legend displays a useful legend of HeNCE symbols.

3.1 Compose

The compose mode of HeNCE allows the user to interactively create HeNCE graphs. Figure 4 shows HeNCE in compose mode. Various nodes may be drawn and connected with arcs. For each procedure node in the graph the user must specify a procedure that will be called when that node’s dependencies have been satisfied. For control flow constructs, loops, and so on, the required expressions and variables must be specified.
When a procedure is attached to a node the actual parameters are specified. From compose mode the user can also open an edit window for a particular node's subroutine source code.

### 3.2 Configure a Virtual Machine

In order to compile and execute a HeNCE program, a set of machines must be specified. In HeNCE this is called configuring a virtual machine. Any machine where the user has a login and accessibility via a network can be used. HeNCE makes use of PVM for most functions. If the PVM daemon is not running on a machine, then HeNCE can start it. The user may add hosts to the virtual machine simply by supplying an internet name or address. HeNCE can be customized via X resources to handle different login names on different machines. (X resources are variables supported by the X windowing environment.)

In configure mode the user may also specify costs for running nodes on different architectures.
For a particular node, costs are ordered pairs of machines and integers. The higher the integer, the more expensive it is to run that node on that host. HeNCE will use these costs when mapping a procedure to a machine at run-time. Figure 5 shows HeNCE in configure mode where the cost and configure information is input by the user.

The costs are used at runtime when mapping nodes to machines. These costs reflect the relative runtimes for HeNCE nodes executing on various machines. The user should estimate these costs based on what he or she knows of the machines ability to execute a HeNCE node. This should reflect not only the type of machine but its expected load. For instance, an unloaded DEC Alpha workstation may be faster than a heavily loaded Cray C90. In this case it may make sense for a node to have a lower cost on the Alpha than the Cray. HeNCE keeps track of where nodes are executing. Using the cost matrix, HeNCE can decide on the least costly process placement. This placement only takes into account HeNCE processes, ignoring other external load factors. We are exploring more comprehensive methods of load balancing. The advantage of this method is that it is simple and the user can easily tune a set of costs of a particular combination of application and virtual machine.

While a HeNCE program is executing, the machine configuration may not be changed by the user. However, between program executions machines may be added and removed at will. Machine configurations can be stored in files for easy retrieval. For instance, a different cost matrix may be used late in the evening rather than during the daytime when certain machines are more heavily loaded.

3.3 Compiling for a Virtual Machine

Each HeNCE node must be ultimately implemented by a binary executable file. The build mode of HeNCE supports compiling HeNCE nodes for different architectures in the user's virtual machine (see Fig. 6).

For each subroutine in the HeNCE graph a wrapper is automatically generated when the [write wrappers] button is pressed. This wrapper code is linked into user subroutines. The wrappers handle the spawning, synchronization, and communication necessary to execute a HeNCE program. Pressing the [write makefile] button causes a custom makefile to be generated for compiling the program's source code. Specialized libraries (i.e., Xlib) can also be included in the makefile by setting the correct X resource.

Make can be invoked by clicking [make clean], [make], or [make install]. HeNCE will carry out the make operation locally or on all machines in the current cost matrix depending on the local/world toggle. In Figure 6 this toggle, just to the right of the [make install] button, is set to world.
FIGURE 6 HeNCE build mode.

FIGURE 7 Tracing a program in HeNCE.
When compiling on multiple machines, HeNCE uses a program called pvmrsh for carrying out the remote makes. This global make handles cases when the user’s home directory is and is not cross mounted.

### 3.4 Visual Execution Analysis Tools

HeNCE provides tools for visualizing the performance of HeNCE programs. HeNCE can emit trace information during a program’s execution. This trace information may be either displayed as the program is running or stored to be displayed later. Figure 7 shows trace mode in action. Trace information is displayed as an animation sequence. Replay of this sequence can be controlled by the user: rewind, stop, single step, and continuous play modes are supported.

The main window shows the graph, drawn using different shapes and colors to indicate the graph’s state of execution. These shapes and colors are explained in the legend window. In Figure 7 the $dprod$ node is actually inside a fan construct. This means there may be several copies of this node executing. The $2r01$ annotation signifies there are two copies of this node running and zero copies idle. The Host Map window displays icons for each machine in the virtual machine. These icons change color indicating that host is either performing housekeeping duties or executing a user’s subroutines. The icons for burgundy and concord are also annotated with 3/0 and 3/1 indicating instances 0 and 1 of node 3 are running on these machines. Finally, the utilization graph shows the state of the machines over time. The red line indicates the location of the current time in the animation sequence. The time scale of the utilization graph can be changed by clicking on the arrows.

Tracing is optional and may be turned off for efficiency during production runs of a program. However, if the granularity of the computation is coarse enough then the trace events will not add significant overhead.

### 3.5 Running a HeNCE Program

Once a virtual machine has been configured and the subroutine nodes have been compiled, HeNCE can execute the HeNCE graph. First PVM must be started on the configured virtual machine. This can be done by clicking the [start pvm] button. Clicking this button starts PVM and opens a console window for interactively controlling the virtual machine. PVM console commands such as `reset` and `ps` can be issued in this window. The [execute] button starts the HeNCE program on the currently configured virtual machine. During execution standard output and error are directed to the PVM console window for the duration of the program’s execution. During execution the programs progress can be monitored in trace mode by clicking on the monitor button (which looks like a satellite dish) and then the [play] button.

### 4 RELATED WORK

Several research projects have goals that overlap with those of HeNCE. Paralex, Schedule, Phred, Code, the Cosmic environment, Network Linda, Isis, and Express are a few examples [6–14].

Paralex [6, 14] is probably the most closely related project to HeNCE. In Paralex, the programmer also explicitly specifies dependency graphs where the nodes of the graph are subroutines. Paralex programs also execute on a heterogeneous distributed network of computers. There are, however, several major differences between Paralex and HeNCE. HeNCE requires less system-specific code than does Paralex to interface subroutines to the graph. The HeNCE programmer must only specify the types and sizes of the elements in a procedure’s parameter list. HeNCE automatically ensures parameters are available for a procedure when it is called. In Paralex, a procedure is only allowed to output one value. Although this value is not limited to scalars it is the programmer’s responsibility to code “filter” nodes that partition procedure output for subsequent nodes in the Paralex graph. The requirement of user-defined graph-specific code impairs the portability and reuse of Paralex programs. The Paralex filter nodes appear to need specific knowledge of the graph coded into them at a low level. HeNCE’s traditional parameter list approach allows for greater portability and reuse of code. HeNCE graphs are richer than those of Paralex. HeNCE provides conditional, loop, fan in/out, and pipeline constructs within its graphs. Paralex graphs do not provide these constructs. Pipelining is provided in Paralex but at the level of the entire graph. An advantage of Paralex over HeNCE is its support of fault tolerance. Fault tolerance in Paralex is provided by the user specifying the number of times a node may fail. The current version of HeNCE does not support fault
tolerance. The description of future work in Section 5 discusses fault tolerance for HeNCE.

Paralex is built on Isis [12]. Isis is a parallel programming toolkit for fault-tolerant parallel computing over a network of heterogeneous machines. Compared with Isis, HeNCE is a higher-level programming tool. HeNCE could be built on Isis rather than PVM. PVM was chosen for several reasons. Isis is a much larger system. A goal of HeNCE is to allow the use of machines where one simply has a login. Isis alone requires on the order of tens of megabytes of disk storage and a system administrator to install. Comparatively, PVM is a much smaller system, requiring the order of a megabyte of disk storage and PVM can be easily installed by a user. The main difference between PVM and Isis is that Isis provides fault tolerance and more complicated process communication and control. Research into adding fault tolerance to PVM is currently underway [15].

Code [9, 16] is also a graph-based parallel programming system. It allows the users to specify a parallel computation using unified computation graphs [17]. Code has more advanced rules for node execution. Code firing rules are akin to guards used in logic programming.

Express [13] supports parallel programming approximately at the same level as PVM. The programmer writes explicit parallel code which makes calls to the Express libraries for process control and message passing.

The Cosmic environment [10] is a publicly available programming environment targeted toward tightly coupled homogeneous groups of local memory multiple instruction multiple data (MIMD) machines or multicomputers. The Cosmic environment is a lower-level parallel programming tool than HeNCE. If HeNCE were targeted for a multicomputer environment then it would be possible to implement HeNCE on top of the Cosmic environment. Similar to Express and PVM the Cosmic environment provides a low-level infrastructure for process control and communication. Unlike PVM the Cosmic environment is not targeted toward heterogeneous networks of machines.

Network Linda is a commercial implementation of the Linda primitives [11], which runs over a network of processors. To effectively use Network Linda the programmer must explicitly write programs that use Linda primitives. This is similar to writing a program at the PVM level where process initialization and communication are explicit. This contrasts to HeNCE where the programmer specifies the high-level synchronization and standard parameter list procedure invocation is handled automatically.

Piranha [18] is a system that is built on top of network Linda. Programming in Piranha is similar to Linda programming except the Piranha tasks migrate around the network. A major goal of Piranha is to consume unused compute cycles without disturbing machines that are in use. Piranha monitors machine utilization and will migrate tasks off of machines that are being used.

Condor [19] is similar to Piranha in its goals. A major difference between Condor and Piranha is that condor runs single-threaded applications and Piranha applications are typically multithreaded. An advantage of Condor is that programs can utilize the system without changing any source. Piranha programs need to be explicitly written to be used with the system and a retreat function, to be called when a task is to migrate, must be provided by the programmer. We are currently exploring the use of Condor with PVM programs. The main challenge here is to provide efficient checkpointing for PVM programs.

Schedule [7, 20, 21] is similar to HeNCE. Although HeNCE graphs are more complex than those of Schedule, the basic HeNCE dependency graphs are equivalent. Schedule runs on a shared memory multiprocessor, not a heterogeneous network of distributed memory machines. Schedule programs also rely on shared memory semantics that are unavailable in HeNCE, because it is intended for distributed memory architectures. However, HeNCE node that executes on a shared memory machine may take advantage of the available shared memory. If fact, a HeNCE node executing on a shared memory machine could actually utilize the Schedule primitives.

Phred [8, 22, 23] is also similar to HeNCE. Phred graphs are more complicated than those of HeNCE; they contain separate data and control flow graph constructs. The pipe and fan constructs of HeNCE are based on similar constructs from Phred. However, the emphasis of Phred is not heterogeneity but determinacy.

5 FUTURE WORK

Although HeNCE supports many facets of the programming task, it is still deficient in several areas, mainly debugging, fault tolerance, and efficiency.

The HeNCE trace mode does a good job with
with respect to tuning a program but more debugging support is needed. Support for source level debugging in HeNCE would be helpful. Issues with respect to parallelism and debugging need to be addressed. It is not sufficient to simply open a window for each node in the graph running dbx. This would become unwieldy all too soon. HeNCE could support the examination and alteration of node subroutine parameter lists during runtime. These parameter lists may be examined either before or after a subroutine executes.

Currently fault tolerance is not supported. As the number of computers involved in a computation grows, so does the chance that any one machine may fail. The addition of checkpointing to HeNCE is a very attractive way of dealing with failures. The state of a HeNCE node can be described by the parameter list it was sent. If a node fails and this parameter list is stored, then a new version of the node can be started. Version 3 of PVM supports dynamic configurations of computers in the virtual machine. HeNCE can take advantage of this feature by adding new machines when one fails.

Once the fault tolerance support is added, it would be interesting to extend the system to migrate tasks off of machines under certain circumstances. If a workstation owner arrives and starts using the system, HeNCE could migrate that task by killing it and restarting it on another machine. HeNCE could also place or move processes based on other load factors. The cost matrix would need to be modified so the user could supply information about how to treat specific machines.

The execution of HeNCE programs is carried out by a centralized controller. This leads to efficiency problems, mainly due to bottlenecks. It would be beneficial to explore a more efficient execution scheme for HeNCE programs which eliminated much of this support on a central locus of control.

6 AVAILABILITY

An underlying philosophy of our work has been to emphasize practicality; therefore, our work is oriented towards software systems that are realizable and immediately applicable to real-life problems. The software produced is freely distributed to researchers and educators, allowing them to harness their distributed computer power into comprehensive virtual machines.

At least one Unix workstation with X-Windows is required to use HeNCE. HeNCE assumes PVM is installed. HeNCE will work with either version 2 or 3 of PVM.

PVM and HeNCE are available by sending electronic mail to netlib@ornl.gov containing the line “send index from pvm” or “send index from hence.” For version 3 of PVM use “send index from pvm3.” Instructions on how to receive the various parts of the PVM and HeNCE systems will be sent by return mail.

7 SUMMARY

HeNCE is an integrated graphical environment designed to simplify the task of writing, compiling, running, debugging, and analyzing programs on a heterogeneous network. In HeNCE the user explicitly specifies parallelism by drawing a graph of the parallel application and indicating data dependencies. HeNCE then writes the necessary message passing code (using PVM) and compiles this code on the machines the user has requested in the HeNCE configuration. When HeNCE executes an application graph HeNCE dynamically load balances the parallel tasks taking into account the heterogeneity in the algorithm and the machine performance. During execution HeNCE collects trace information that can be displayed graphically in real time or saved for replay. The drawing, writing, compiling, executing, and tracing steps are all integrated into a single X-Window environment.

Future research in HeNCE will focus mainly on debugging, fault tolerance, and efficiency. Source-level debugging is a useful feature not presently integrated into HeNCE. As the number of computers added to a configuration grows, so does the need for more robust fault tolerance. The nature of HeNCE allows for the straightforward incorporation of fault tolerance at the application level. The efficiency of program execution under HeNCE can be improved and future work will look at better algorithms and protocols to facilitate this.
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